
Mathematis 132 { Calulus for Physial and Life Sienes 2Things to Know { Final ExamMay 2, 2005General Information� The �nal exam will be given in our regular lass room, Swords 328 from 2:30pm to5:30pm on Tuesday, May 10.� This will be a omprehensive exam { it will over all of the material from Chapters5-11 of the text that we have studied this semester. See the detailed list of topisbelow.� The �nal will be similar in format to the three midterm exams, but roughly 1.75 timesas long.� If you are well prepared and work steadily, it should be possible to omplete the examin about 2 to 2.5 hours. But you will have the full 3 hour period to work on the examif you need that muh time.� If there is interest, we an up a daytime or evening review session. Important Note: Iwill be out of town from about 2:00pm on Wednesday, May 4 through the end of theday on Friday May 6. I'll be visiting Oberlin College as their Mathematis ExternalHonors Examiner, so even though I may be able to hek email, I probably will nothave muh (any!) free time. I will be returning to the East Coast on Friday evening,though, so we ould do a review session any time Sunday or possibly Monday evening.We will disuss this in lass on Monday, May 2.Topis to Be Covered1) The de�nite integral, onnetions with areas, average values, total hange.2) The Fundamental Theorem of Calulus: If F (x) is an antiderivative of a ontinuousfuntion f(x) on [a; b℄, then Z ba f(x) dx = F (b)� F (a)3) Antiderivatives graphially and numerially4) The power, sum, and onstant multiple rules for antiderivatives5) Inde�nite integrals by substitution, parts, partial frations, trigonometri substitution,and using the table of integrals6) Integrals for omputing volumes of solids with known ross-setions: V = R ba A(x) dx,where A(x) is the ross-setion area funtion. Volumes of solids of revolution are aspeial ase of this.7) Integrals for omputing total mass/enter of mass of wires and plates of given shapes,given the mass density funtion8) Probability density funtions of distributions, umulative distribution funtion, me-dian, mean. 1



9) In�nite series: geometri series; integral, omparison, ratio, and alternating seriestests for onvergene; power series, radius of onvergene and endpoint behavior10) Taylor polynomials and Taylor approximations, Taylor series by \shortut rules" (sub-stitution, algebrai manipulations, term-by-term integration and di�erentiation) foromputing Taylor series from the known series forex; sin(x); os(x); (1 + x)p:11) Di�erential equationsa) What it means for a funtion to be a solution of a di�erential equationb) Graphial meaning of solutions via slope �eldsd) Formulas for solutions via separation of variablese) Appliations to growth/deay problems.Comments: The topis above that gave people the most diÆulty on the midterm examswere 5 and 9. If you lost a lot of points on the midterms on those questions, start yourreview there!Suggestions on How to StudyA) Reread your lass notes and work through the examples we did in lass { everythingon the �nal will be very lose to something we did along the way somewhere!B) Look over your graded exams and the solutions, espeially any questions you haddiÆulty with. Look over the solutions arefully { they're there to help you �gure outwhat you did wrong and how to solve the problem orretly.C) Also look at your graded problem sets and the write-ups from the group disussiondays.D) Look over the review sheets for the three full-period midterms.E) Don't pani! There is a lot of material here, but not all that many key ideas. Every-thing on the �nal will be very lose to something we did along the way somewhere!The following are some sample exam-type problems taken from previous MATH 132 �nalsI have given. (Note: the atual �nal questions might be phrased and formatted di�erentlyor deal with additional topis from the list above. Also, the parts of the questions belowall together are somewhat longer than the atual exam will be.)I.A) Give a preise statement of the Fundamental Theorem of Calulus.B) The following graph shows y = f(x). Let F be the antiderivative of f with F (0) = 02



and F ontinuous. Sketh the graph y = F (x).
II. Compute eah of the following integrals. If you use an entry from the table, say whihone.A) R 5x4 �px+ 3x dxB) R x3 sin(x4 + 1) dxC) R x2 sin(5x) dxD) R 14x2+9 dxE) R (ln(x))4x dxF) R (4� x2)3=2 dxG) R x+1x3�4x dxIII. Let R be the region bounded by y = x3=2, the x-axis, and x = 0, x = 4.A) Find the ar length of the top border of R (the urve y = x3=2 from x = 0 to x = 4).B) Find the volume of the solid obtained by rotating R about the x-axis.C) Find the volume of the solid obtained by rotating R about the line y = �4.D) A thin metal plate in the shape of R has mass density funtion �(x) = x + 1. Whatis the x-oordinate of the enter of mass?IV. At a partiular loation in Natik on the Mass Pike, a sensor was set up to measurethe passage of traÆ. The measurements made were used to derive a probability densityfuntion for the quantity x = time gap between suessive ars. The results gave thefollowing formula as a good �t for the density:p(x) = � 0 if x < 0:1e�:1x if x � 0A) Show that p(x) satis�es the usual property for a probability density funtion:Z 1�1 p(x) dx = 1:3



B) What was the median time gap between suessive ars?C) What integral omputes the mean time gap? Compute this mean.V.A) Use the integral test to determine whether the in�nite series P1n=2 1n lnn onverges ordiverges.B) Use the omparison test to determine whether the in�nite seriesP1n=1 nn4+1 onvergesor diverges.C) Use the ratio test to determine the radius of onvergene of the power seriesP1n=0 xn2nn!VI.A) Using the de�nition of Taylor polynomials, ompute the Taylor polynomial of degreen = 3 for f(x) = sin(x)+os(x) at a = 0. Use your answer from to approximate f(:1)(:1 radians, of ourse!)B) Use the error bound for Taylor polynomial approximations to determine an estimateof the number of deimal plaes of auray in your approximation in A.C) Compare your approximate value for f(:1) with a alulator value an omputing thetrue absolute error. How does this ompare with your answer in B?VII.A) (10) Use our \shortut methods" to �nd the �rst four nonzero terms in the Taylorseries for f(x) = 11+x2 at a = 0.B) (10) Use your answer from part A to derive the �rst four nonzero terms in the Taylorseries for g(x) = artan(x).C) (5) Is the graph y = artan(x)�xx3 onave up or onave down at x = 0? How an youtell?VIII. Aording to a simple physiologial model, an athleti adult needs to onsume foodgiving 20 alories per day per pound of body weight in order to maintain that body weight.If he or she onsumes more or fewer alories, then his or her body weight will hange at arate proportional to the di�erene between the number of alories needed to maintain bodyweight and the number of alories atually onsumed.A) Say the person's alorie intake is onstant at I alories per day. Write the statementin italis above as a di�erential equation for the body weight W as a funtion of t(time).B) Find the general solution of your equation from part A using separation of variables.C) The onstant of proportionality in the relation above has been measured to be �13500 .If a person starts out weighing 160lb and onsumes 3000 alories per day, what willhis weight be in one year (365 days)?
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